Along with the Ossoff/Perdue race, this January 5th runoff will decide control of the US Senate.
See GArunoff.us for key information.
See Guides.vote for online guides
with links and sources

Volunteer for Kelly Loeffler
kellyforsenate.com

Volunteer for Raphael Warnock
warnockforgeorgia.com

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT
Support Affordable Care Act, aka
Obamacare?

No. Supports lawsuit to end ACA. Calls
Medicare for All insidious attack on liberty.

Yes. Would “protect, improve, and build
upon the Affordable Care Act.”

COVID-19
Support administration’s response to
coronavirus pandemic?

Yes. “Trump and his administration have
taken the threat of COVID-19 seriously
from the beginning.” Senate and Justice
Department cleared Loeffler of insider
trading following early COVID briefings.

No. Both Trump and Georgia Governor
Kemp have stumbled on pandemic
response. “We need leadership that
believes in science and will act with
integrity.”

COVID-19
Economic response to coronavirus
pandemic?

Introduced bills to protect reopening
businesses from liability if employees or
customers are infected, to make stop-gap
“short-term health plans a permanent
solution,” and to get U.S. medical supply
companies to relocate from China to U.S.

Will better support “those who have been
hit hardest by the pandemic … working to
fund unemployment and other systems,”
ensuring that small businesses are not left
out of relief programs.

ELECTIONS
Support Texas lawsuit to overturn
election results in Georgia, Michigan,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin

Supports. “We fully support President
Trump's legal recourses and Attorney
General Paxton's lawsuit.... any illegal vote
submitted cannot be counted.”

Opposes. “Donald Trump and @KLoeffler
are trying to overturn a free and fair
election and undo the will of Georgia
voters.”

MINIMUM WAGE
Raise federal minimum from $7.25
per hour?

No position found.

Yes. $7.25 an hour “is not a living wage.”
Will “fight to raise the minimum to a livable
wage.”

POLICE/COMMUNITY
Restrict police use of force and
increase public oversight?

No. Backed resolutions supporting “Back
the Blue” and opposing calls to defund.
Critics didn’t “support law enforcement at
a time when they need it most.”

Yes. Wants increased accountability and
bias training and a uniform standard for the
use of force. Does not support defunding.

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
Support lower interest or forgiveness
on student loans?

No position found.

Yes. Work to fully fund Pell Grants and
strengthen loan forgiveness programs to
ensure graduates can pay their loans.

VOTING RULES
Yes. Introduced bill to raise penalties for
No. Supports restoring oversight provisions
Support stricter ID requirements and voter fraud and illegal ballot harvesting.
of Voting Rights Act, which made voting
other rules on voting?
restrictions harder to enact.
Campus Election Engagement Project is a nonpartisan effort to help colleges engage students in elections. Sources include Votesmart.org,
FactCheck.org, Politifact.com and candidate statements. See Vote411.org for more information.
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